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What I will not say not 
much about 

• Clocks and Calendars

• Ancient Philosophers and Leibniz

• The Perception of Time 

• Cause and Effect

• It is in the dynamics, not the time order

• Ontology: Martin Heidegger     

• The Problem of Initial Conditions
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What I will say something 
about

• One starting point

• Classical Mechanics: Absolute time

• Quantum Mechanics: CPT violation

• Thermodynamics: Asymmetry

• Relativity: Time in Spacetime 

• Being vs Becoming
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Talking about Time: “The Unreality of Time” McTagaart 08

The White Rabbit put on his spectacles. 
"Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?" he asked. 

"Begin at the beginning," the King said, very gravely, "and go 
on till you come to the end; then stop." 

• The A Series: A continuum of events (smooth jumps from reality to reality)

• The B Series: Earlier vs later events (a direction to change)

• The C Series: An ordered series of events:  (x,y,z,w) and its permutations

• B and C have no change  --->  Only A is a possibility

• A is incoherent, self-contradictory  --->  Time is unreal.

• I think he means unreal as in it makes no sense! But observations usually don’t make sense by themselves.
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The Wiki Truth

• One view is that time is part of the fundamental structure of 
the universe, a dimension in which events occur in sequence, 
and time itself is something that can be measured. This is the 
realist's view, to which Sir Isaac Newton subscribed.

• A contrasting view is that time is part of the fundamental 
human intellectual structure (together with space and number) 
within which we sequence events, quantify the duration of 
events and the intervals between them, and compare the 
motions of objects. In this second view, time does not refer to 
any kind of entity that "flows", that objects "move through", or 
that is a "container" for events. This view is in the tradition of 
Gottfried Leibniz and Immanuel Kant, in which time, rather 
than being an objective thing to be measured, is part of the 
measuring system used by humans.
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Classical Mechanics

• Newton in Principia:

"Absolute, true and mathematical time, from its own nature, flows equably without 
relation to anything external", and "absolute space, in its own nature, without 
relation to anything external, remains similar and immovable."

• The Lagrangian variation: 

• The Hamiltonian formalism: 

• Poisson's equations of motion: 

!S[q, q̇; t] = !

!
L(q, q̇; t)dt = 0

q̇ =
!H(p, q)

!p
and ṗ = !!H(p, q)

!q
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The Bucket Argument from Hell

• First, bucket spinning very fast and water at rest, water is flat. 

• Second, bucket and water spinning together, water becomes concave. 

• Third, bucket stops but water continues to spin, still water is concave.

• The bucket’s motion and the water’s motion relative to bucket don’t make the water 
surface be concave!

• It must be caused by the water’s own “absolute” motion. Newton’s calls this the 
water’s motion with respect to absolute space. It is an ugly but inevitable conclusion.

• Who ordered this? 
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Time Reversal in Mechanics 

• Run a movie backwards!

• If the particles follows the same path, the equations are time-symmetric.

• Need two pieces of ICs: 

• For CM to work, we need to put in this time order by hand. 

T : x! x T : v ! "v T : a! a

T : t! "t

(xt=0, ẋt=0) or (xt=0, xt=1)
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i!d!
dt

= [!,H] =! !(t) = U†!(0)U

Quantum Mechanics

H|!! = E|!!

i! !

!t
" = H" =! "(t) = U"(0) with U(t) = e!iHt/!

• The Schrodinger way:

• The Feynman way:

• The Heisenberg way:

U(t) = A

!
Dxe!iS[x,ẋ;t]t/!
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d!""/dt
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!t!E ! !/2

The Time Uncertainty

• This is the amount of time it takes the expectation of an observable to 
change by one standard deviation

• This is not time itself. Is it really a measure of change?

• Compare two observables’ uncertainty to the time-energy uncertainity 
relation 
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t̂|!(t)! = t|!(t)!

Ĥ|!! = E|!! |!!! := e!i!t̂|!!

[t̂, Ĥ] = iÎ

Observing/Measuring Time in QM

• Both time and energy are not bounded from below!

• To measure time in QM is to measure some other observable behaving classically or 
semi-classically   

for example: a pulsar, a watch, a decaying atom, a laser, ...  

• Pauli: The time observable/operator is a dead end

Ĥ|!!! = (E + ")|!!!
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[T̂ , Ĥ] = 0

Prob(|!! " |"!) = Prob(K|"! " K|!!)

|!!!|"!"| = |!"|!"| = |!!|""|

T̂ : t! "t

K̂ : c! c! !̂ := T̂ K̂

! = ei(kx!!t) =! !̂! = ei(!kx!!t)

Time Reversal in QM

• 1st order: Only need one piece of IC information to evolve wavefunction!

• In CM, H = H(q,p) but in QM H = H(X) since q and by p are related: [X,P] = i  but thats ok, 
since we can’t measure both X and P in QM.

Ĥ|!! = i
"

"t
|!!

H ! R =" [K, H] = [!,H] = 0
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C : ! ! !̄ and P : !(x)! !("x)

CPT Symmetry and T Violation

• In 50s, observed violations of charge conjugation and parity in decays:

• Also CP is not conserved in K meson decay.

•  (Schwinger-Lüders-Pauli) CPT symmetry if we have:

       (1) Lorentz Invariance          (2) a Hermitian Hamiltonian 

Therefore, T is not conserved! The Hamiltonian doesn’t commute with T. 

Perhaps, this has to do with matter-antimatter asymmetry in Cosmology. 
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Thermodynamics: The Second Law 

• Almost always true: Physics is time-reversal invariant for one or more particles (How about T violations).

• But Entropy increases in time. Energy likes to spread out. 

• Argument: Ordered states are a minute region of phase space, so they occur with a minute probability.

  Therefore, Entropy increases whenever there is change. Nature not physics is time-asymmetric.  

• The reversibility objections (Loschmidt and Zermelo)

• The time-reverse is also true: Entropy MUST increase both forward and backwards in time!  

• According to Poincare’s recurrence theorem, Entropy MUST decrease sometimes! 

!S(t) ! 0
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!relax ! !out

!isolated < !universe

!S1!S2 ! 0

How come time asymmetry? 

• Bad ones

• Chaos: The final states are similar but are not exactly the same, but evolution is deterministic!

• Quantum: The evolution is only probabilistically deterministic, but it is still time symmetric! 

• No physical system is really isolated by the very definition of a physical system!

• 100 %: must include the Hamiltonian of the whole Universe!

• for all of time: It is a bunch of weakly coupled systems.

• Branch systems: Newly formed systems every second with parallel entropy change (Reichenbach).

• Coarse-graining: Equilibrium is “subjective” or different microstates for the same macrostate.

• No information is lost only unrecovered. And Boltzmann says: “Go ahead, reverse them”
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A similar time asymmetry: Waves

• Both advanced and retarded fields are solutions to wave equations:

• When you throw a stone in pond, waves go outwards not inwards!

• The Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory

• Self-force and Radiation Reaction effects: A particle interacting with its own field

(!2
t !"2)" = # =# " = a"ret(t! = t!R) + b"adv(t! = t + R)
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Relativity

• Galilee Galileo: Only position and velocity are relative  

• Mach: “relative” should mean relative to all the rest of the universe not just the bucket. 

• Poincare, Einstein and their Electromagnetism buddies:

• All observers agree on c, the speed of light

• Covariance: Space and time depend on relative velocity (really distances and time intervals). 

• Invariance: Spacetime as a whole looks the same for all (really spacetime intervals).

Experience is not time-oriented

• Tachyons and one logical contradiction: Build a machine to send a signal at T2 if it didn’t receive 
the same signal at T1<T2.  If the signal is received, it is not transmitted! 
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Dynamic space and dynamic time: GR

• Spacetime and mass/energy are not independent!

• The mass/energy around you determine not only your path in spacetime: They determine the 
invariant geometry of spacetime itself.

• The invariant geometry of spacetime tells the mass/energy around you how to move in spacetime. 
(Observed motions are relative still).

• Space and time become not only relative quantities but also dynamical variables chained in some 
relation with the real stuff, i.e. mass and energy. They are no longer the background/framework of 
all experiments. They are part of the experiment. 

• But spacetime itself doesn’t change in time: It is not a dynamical variable.

“The world doesn’t happen. It simply is.” -Weyl 
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Cosmological Time 

• The Cosmological Principle: Isotrpoy and Homogenity.

• “It is possible to find a one parameter family of spacelike hypersurfaces which are 
everywhere orthogonal to worldlines” -Weyl

• Time ordering is possible, say proper time. The closest you will get to simultaneity.

• There are no privileged positions. So, there must be a privileged velocity at each position to 
see the isotropic expansion.

• All matter appear at rest -> Comoving frames.

• All comoving observers see the same time order.  
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• Dirac and ADM: 3+1 decomposition

• Need ICs: space-like part of metric and its time derivative 

• Evolve the space metric on the spacelike hypersurfaces 
according to the chosen arbitrary foliation.

• Observable quantities depend on observer! 

• Q: Did relativity introduce a new dynamical variable, that 
is time?

• A: Kind of, but we get to choose the spacetime foliations.   

gµ! ! {!";!(xµ)} s.t. "t! > +c

Relativity in Hamiltonian form (like QFT!)

!!=1

!!=2

!!=3

!t"

xi

x0

“Time is defined so that motion looks simple”   -MTW
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(3)G :=
(3)G!=1

(3)G!=2 (3)G!=3

Relativity as a dynamics: Geometrodynamics

• More hidden structure in GR (or forget about spacetime):

                      Intrinsic and extrinsic curvature of a 3-geometry

• Given one 3-geometry, we can evolve the 3-geometry.

• Second, spacetime emerges from the inter-connections 
between the many 3-geometries (many worldviews)

• Q: Did we need to introduce a new dynamical variable, that is 
time?

• A: Not necessarily! 

   
     

  Superspace

“3-geometries carry information about time” 
Baierlein, Sharp, Wheeler 1962 
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Back to Experiment

Newton used constant velocity to tell time; 
Columbus used three clocks and majority rule  

The only way to measure a change is through 
comparison with other changes

Extreme Relationists:

Julian Barbour’s “The End of Time”

 

• GR does violate (some versions of) Mach’s Principle: By giving distinct status to relationally 
identical configurations of matter.

A trajectory of a projectile in one of Newton’s sketches
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Becoming vs Being

• Aristotle: Time is a measure of change.

• Can we really conceive of empty time (time “flowing” without any change)?

• Leibniz and the Relationists: Time is a measure of actual and possible change. 

• A different view from Abou El-Barakat El-Baghdadi:  

• Being is perquisite for change, so Time is a measure of Being. 

• Measurement presupposes shared properties. For example, we choose a ruler which measures 
distance (extension in space) because it itself, above all considerations, has some extension in space.

•  Martin Heidegger in “Being and Time” goes further: Being is Time. Ontologists back on payroll. 

• Another honorable mention: Alfred North Whitehead’s Process Philosophy.

Which comes first, being or change? Which is more “fundamental”? 

Relativity answers motion, since it is the thing we can observe. And I will take that.
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! "2!

("(3)G)2
+ (3)R! = 0

(3)Gi !(3) Gf = 0 or 1

(3)Gi !(3) Gf = !((3)Gi)

Quantizing Spacetime = Quantizing Space

Nature comes with no spacetime catalog

QM:

This comes from the uncertainty principle: We can’t exactly evolve the system.

CM:

“The 3-geometries are too numerous to be accommodated into any one spacetime. 
Thus the uncertainty principle declares that spacetime is only an approximate and 
classical concept.” -J. Wheeler

Wheeler-DeWitt:
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Concluding Questions

• Does physics really know about time? Is there a direction to events?

• CPT invariance: Do Hamiltonians know about time? If so, how?! 

• Does it affect the entropy increase?

• Cosmological expansion direction?

• Or is it just us observers? Is time is just some measure of relative change?

• Mach’s principle?

• How to talk about change at the Planck scale?
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Questions?

Thank You! 

xkcd.com/338
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